EXPENSE GRANT PROGRAM FOR MEMBERS OF THE CONFERENCE FOR FEDERAL STUDIES FOR THE POLITICS OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS IN FEDERAL SYSTEMS: URBAN PERSPECTIVES

A Conference of The Urbanization in Federal Systems Project of the CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF FEDERALISM and the URBAN STUDIES PROGRAM

Temple University Philadelphia, Pa. 19122


A limited number of GRANTS FOR EXPENSES are available from the Conference for Federal Studies for its members to attend and participate in the conference on the Politics of Intergovernmental Relations in August. A full description of the Conference begins on Page 2 of this issue, including the papers to be presented and the format.

To apply for these grants, write a letter to the Conference Coordinator, Dr. Stephen Schechter, Center for the Study of Federalism, Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122. In the letter include your present position and rank, your educational background and degree, a brief description of your interests (teaching and/or research) in the field of intergovernmental relations in federal systems, and how attendance at the conference will benefit your institution. Also enclose a proposed budget for your travel and incidental expenses. Letters should be received at the Center by July 31, 1973.
THE POLITICS OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS IN FEDERAL SYSTEMS: URBAN PERSPECTIVES

CONFERENCE THEME

Local systems are woven into the social and political fabric of all federal systems. Federal and state (provincial, laender, cantonal, or republic) governments -- the services they perform, the laws they enforce, the issues they create, and the interests and values they represent -- may meet in local arenas and local interests and issues may be played out in wider arenas. The central concern of this conference is to examine how this "system of systems" operates in different federal systems and different regions within federal systems and with what results. Papers will be presented on particular federal systems, and particular comparative topics, and reports will be presented on the activities of a number of major institutions engaged in comparative research.

CONFERENCE QUESTIONS

1. What is the nature and relative strength of the formal and informal ties (constitutional, political, administrative, economic, professional) which link, or even bind, localities or particular local interests to the overarching federal system?
2. How have these ties shaped and been shaped by the mobilization and management of resources and interests in local arenas? Have these ties been used as levers to gain access to wider regional and national arenas? In what ways? By which groups or over what issues? With what effects?
3. How have these ties shaped and been shaped by emerging trends and patterns of federal-state-local relations and emerging roles of federal, state and local governments?
4. How have these ties been affected by, and how have they been shaped to respond to, the processes of urbanization and metropolitanization in all federal systems and the patterning of regional and communal ties in multi-cultural federal systems? How effective has this response been? In what ways could it be more effective?
5. What are the social and political implications for the study of local systems and the federal systems within which they operate?

CONFERENCE FORMAT

One group of participants will be invited to present short papers which relate these questions to their present research on particular federal systems. Papers should contain recent information, specific examples, and a bibliography of the most relevant academic studies, government reports, and data sources. Utilizing this format should provide each participant with useful summaries of the research findings, references, and reports on the most recent events and developments in a broad range of federal systems.

A second group of participants will be invited to present short papers on comparative topics which provide a summary of major research findings and implications for both federal and urban studies.

A third group of participants will be invited to present oral reports on relevant comparative projects of their institution.
COUNTRY PAPERS

Ronald Burns
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CONFERENCE FOR FEDERAL STUDIES

STEERING COMMITTEE ELECTION

In order to implement and coordinate the projects and activities of the Conference there will be an election of a seven person STEERING COMMITTEE for the Conference. The STEERING COMMITTEE will provide direction for the activities of the Conference. The term of office will be one year with the APSA Annual Meeting serving as the time and place for the COMMITTEE'S meeting. The responsibilities of the COMMITTEE should not be onerous.

Enclosed with this issue of the NOTEBOOK is a membership list. Please vote for seven members of the Conference to serve on the STEERING COMMITTEE, by placing a "X" to the left of the name. Return your ballot by August 8, 1973 to the following:

CFS ELECTION
Center for the Study of Federalism
Temple University
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19122

You will be notified of the results by August 17, 1973.

******************************************************************************

CONFERENCE FOR FEDERAL STUDIES

MEMBERSHIP MEETING

Wednesday 1:00 A.M.
September 5, 1973 Jung Hotel, Room 4

The first annual general membership meeting of the Conference for Federal Studies will be held at the APSA Annual Meeting in New Orleans. A program of projects and activities for the coming year will be planned at that time. Suggestions have been made that the Conference consider compiling and publishing a yearly Bibliography of Work in Federalism. Other suggested projects will be discussed at the meeting. For those members who will not be attending the meeting their suggestions should be mailed with their ballots.

******************************************************************************

NOTE, FROM THE EDITOR

This issue of the CSF NOTEBOOK serves mainly to inform the membership of the growing activities of the Conference for Federal Studies. The next issue will be devoted to Intergovernmental Relations as was earlier announced. Also, a report on the Membership meeting will be included.
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